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A perturbation analysis is presented for calculating the inextensional natural frequencies of curved elastic 
arcs. Variation of the radius of curvature along the arc length is accounted for by considering the 
curvature to be a perturbation from a constant curvature, and utilizing the method of strained parameters. 
Frequencies thus derived for hinged parabolic arcs demonstrate good agreement with finite element 
solutions. The analysis could easily be extended to determine the natural frequencies of noncircular curved 
plates and shells. 

PACS numbers: 43.20. Mv, 43.40.Cw 

INTRODUCTION 

Natural frequencies of curved elastic arcs have been 
determined by several authors. Volterra and Morell 1 
derived approximate formulas for various hinged elastic 
arcs, including the effect of axial stretching but ignoring 
the variation of curvature. Romanelli and Laura •' took 
into account the variation of curvature as a function of 

the arc length and obtained results slightly different 
from the results of Volterra and Morell. Both the above 

analyses used the Rayleigh--Ritz method to obtain the 
fundamental frequencies. In contrast, the present in- 
vestigation utilizes the method of strained parameters 
to account for variable curvature. 

A description of the method of strained parameters is 
given by Nayfeh. 3 This method is frequently used to de- 
termine approximate solutions of weakly nonlinear dif- 
ferential equations and linear differential equations with 
periodic coefficients. The application of the method of 
strained parameters to the present problem is detailed 
below, 

The translational and rotational equations of motion 
can easily be derived by considering the equilibrium of 
the beam element shown in Fig. 1. They are as follows: 

8 0•'u ' 
as' (n'cosO - q' sin0) = pA O--j• , (1) 

Os • (n • sinO +q• cosO)-oA Ot•. , (•.) 

q, + o-7rr. (3) 
The moment displacement relation from beam theory 4 is 

+ , (4) 

where n' is the axial force, q' is the force component 
normal to n', m' is the bending moment, I is the mo- 
ment of inert• of the cross section, p is the mass den- 
sity, A is the area of cross section, and R• is the radius 
of curvature expressed as a function of the len•h s • . 
From geometric considerations we can write 

sin0=• 1+0• +••1 ] ' 
(5) 

cos0= +k/J ' 

We consider only the linear problem; that is we do not 
account for axial stretching. Hence we need to consider 
only transverse equilibrium, Eqs. (2) and (3). For sim- 
plicity we also consider no applied axial loads although 
this presents no additional difficulty. 

Following Nayfeh, 5 we nondimensionalize the govern- 
ing differential equations using the following nondimen- 
sional variables: 

s' w 54L 

s=•-; w= i ; u= 

R' 

L 

A•'Lau' t'( EI4)lla t'T; i •. ; t= = pAL 

Substituting the above relations in Eqs. (3)-(5), we ob- 
tain 

sin0 = •W,s + NL T 

cos 0 = 1 + NL T 

0 = ew, s + NL T 

m = ½EIL'l(w, ss +R '•'w) + NLT 

q = ½ W, stt- •WW, sss - E1 +NLT , (6) 
where a comma indicates differentiation, NLT repre- 
sents nonlinear terms which are neglected, and ½ =I/AL •' 
is a nondimensional parameter. 

In the above process of nondimensionalization the 
parameter ½ naturally falls out as a coefficient which de- 
cides the degree of nonlinearity. Another nondimen- 
s ionalization scheme may give rise to another such pa- 

q'(s' * ds') 
• n'(s'.ds') 

w'(s'.ds') • m'(s'){ _•_._---• )rn'Cs'.ds) w'(s') O(s')• 'r•- ' ,,,-•,_ •q'(s'• J 
nts) ß .•• ' m , •, 

l u'(s') • ] u•s + ds) 
, ds' • 

FIG. 1. Schematic of a be• element. 
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TABLE I. Comparison of the exact and approximate 
frequencies for three circular arcs. 

Nondimensional frequency co 

Exact [Eq. (19)] Perturbation soln. 

1. 172 9. 463 9. 452 
1. 272 9. 548 9. 509 
1. 372 9. 633 9. 554 

rameter. For most arches this quantity which repre- 
sents the square of the slenderness ratio is very small. 
Hence, this parameter is chosen as the perturbation pa- 
.,,,.=•=. In the present analysis mhl • ,-.hni,-.• i• hv nn 
means unique but is incidental to the nondimensionaliza- 
tion scheme and is appropriate by virtue of its magnitude. 
Furthermore, the first-order corrections to frequency 
due to the effect of variation in the radius of curvature 

turn out to be independent of the perturbation parameter 
and hence it need not be directly identifiable. 

Using Eq. (6), we can write the linearized version of 
Eq. (2) in nondimensional form as 

w,• + w,• + (w/{ '•),•: •w,• . (7) 
The term on the right-hand side of Eq. (7) represents 
the effect of rotary inertia. We express the radius of 
curvature as a deviation from a constant as 

+ (8) 

Hence, R,s : err, s and R,s s = eRt,ss . We require eRt(s) 
to be "small" in some sense compared with R 0 and this 
influences the accuracy of the perturbation approxima- 
tion. This is exemplified in the numerical results. Sub- 
stituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (7) and retaining terms up to 
O(½), we obtain 

W, tt + W, sss +I• •'W, ss 

= ½[w, sstt +R•3(2RzW, ss +4w, sRz,s + 2wR•.,ss)] ß (9) 

I. SOLUTION OF THE GOVERNING EQUATION AND 
THE METHOD OF STRAINED PARAMETERS 

We seek a solution of Eq. (9) which is separable in 
space and time of the form 

w(s, t) = (• (s) exp(iwt) . (10) 

Substituting Eq. (10) into Eq. (9), we obtain, 

+n - 
= ½ [- w•'•,=• +R•=(21{td•,=• +4Rt,•d•,• + 2Rt,,=d•)] . (11) 

We seek expansions for qb(s) and w in the form 

(s ) = o(S ) + (s ) + ' " 

OJ =•0+ (OJl +' ß ß ß 

Substituting Eqs. (12) into Eq. (11) and equating coeffi- 
cients of like powers of ½, we obtain 

(12) 

Order e ø 

d•o, ssss +R•'d•o, ss - w• •o :0; (13) 

Order e 1 

= 2WoWt(•o - w•(•o, ss + R•3 (2Rt d•o, ss + 4R•.,sd•o,s + •t,ss•o). 

The general solution of Eq. (13) can be written as 

•0(s) =cx si•s +c• cosh•s +cs sin• +c•cos• , (15) 
where 

' . = - :R 0 , fi + • • -• 

For specific boundary conditions, we can determine 
three of the consents cx, c•, c•, and c• in terms of the 
fourth. For simplicity we consider only simply sup- 
ported arches. Then, 

w(s) =w, ss +R'•w =0 at s =0 and I . (16) 
Substituting Eq. (12) into Eq. (16) and eq•ting coeffi- 
cients of like powers of ½, we obtain, 

•0 =•0,•s =0 at s =0 and 1 , 

•x=•x,ss=O ats=0and 1 . 

From Eqs. (15) and (17) we obtain 

w o =nrr(n•'rr •' -R •.)t/•.; r)o = A sinnvs , 

(17) 

(xs) 

(19) 

where A is an arbitrary constant. Similar solutions can 
be obtained for other boundary conditions. 

We now consider the first-order problem, Eqs. (14) 
and (18). We note that their homogeneous counterparts 
have a nontrivial solution. Hence, the inhomogeneous 
problem will have a solution if, and only if, a solvability 
condition is satisfied. To determine the solvability con- 

dition, we multiply Eq. (14) by a function •(x) that will 
be specified later, integrate the result by parts from 
s =0 to s- 1 to transfer the derivatives from •x to •, 
use Eq. (18), and obtain 

•0 ! = [2w0w[ (•0 - W•o, ss + 1{ ;a (2R, C)o,, • 

+ 4R[,sC)o,s + 2R[,ssC)o) ] ½ ds . (20) 
We choose ½ to be a solution of the adjoint homogeneous 
problem; that is, 

½,•s +/{7 ½,• - w• ½ :0 (21) 
•=•,s•=0 ats=0andl . (22) 

Hence, when w o is given by Eq. (19), •=b sinn7rs, where 
b is a constant. Substituting for •b into Eq. (20) and solv- 

FIG. 2. Schematic of a parabolic are: (1) a/b=«, (2) a/b=¬. 
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TABLE II. Comparison oi the exact and approximate frequencies of two parabolic arcs. 

Rm•x Rmin Max] R 0 
Nondimensional frequency w 

Perturbation finite-element 

(Z eroth Order) 
Circular Arc 0.85 0.85 

Parabolic 

Arc I 1. 394 0.3011 

Parabolic 

Arc II 1. 232 0. 4356 

9.1063 (exact) 9.200 

0.645 8. 412 7. 937 

0. 487 8. 570 8. 467 

ing for •o 1 , we obtain 

= • • 2 2 ' f01 •0! -- •0 0 /r + R•3•o• ! sinners [2R• n•'•r •' sinners 

- 4 n•R•, s cosn•s - 2R•,ss sinn•s ] • . (23) 

The solvability condition Eq. (23) gives the first-order 
correction to the nondimensional, natural frequency due 
to the effect of rotary inertia and variation of curvature. 
It is of importance to note that we do not have to solve 
the first-order equation per se to obtain •. 

II. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

To check the accuracy of the perturbation approxima- 
tion, we calculated the natural frequencies of various 
circular and parabolic arcs and compared these calcu- 
hated frequencies with their exact values and values ob- 
tained by using a finite element solution. The accuracy 
of the results depends on how small ½R•(s) is compared 
with R 0. 

As an initial example, the approximate fundamental 
natural frequencies of three circular arcs are compared 
with their exact solutions. An arc of nondimensional 

radius R 0 = 1. 072 and I/AL •' = 0.001 is considered as the 
zeroth-order problem. Then the radius is increased 
by about 10%, 20%, and 30%, and the perturbation solu- 
tions are obtained. In this case, R•(s) is a constant and 
the integral in Eq. (23) can be easily evaluated. The 
exact solutions are obtained from Eq. (19). The results 
are shown in Table I. 

As further examples, the fundamental natural fre- 
quencies of two parabolic arcs (Fig. 2) are computed 
using the first-order perturbation approximation. Here, 
R 0 for the arc is chosen such that it is approxima[ely the 
mean radius or that 

1 

Ri(s)ds =0 . 
This would seem to contribute to a better accuracy of 
the results. Here, I/AL •' for the arcs is 0.001. Since 
R•(s) is not a constant, the integral in Eq. (23) cannot 
be evaluated in closed form. It is computed using a 
second order Runge-Kutta algorithm. For comparison, 
the natural frequencies of the parabolic arcs are ob- 
tained using a finite-element formulation. A 40 straight 
beam-element model is chosen for the finite element 

approximation. The beam element has a cubic displace- 
ment field and includes the effect of rotary inertia. The 
results are shown in Table II. 

It is of interest to note that for the parabolic arcs, in 
spite of the radius of curvature deviating up to 65% from 
the mean (zeroth-order) value, the perturbation solu- 
tion is within 6% of the finite-element solution. The 
present investigation effectively illustrates the ability of 
perturbation methods to obtain extremely good approxi-. 
mations. The analysis could be easily extended to beams 
with other boundary conditions and also to curved plates 
and shells. 
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